NEW in CHART PATTERN Recogniti
Identify & Select
the Best Patterns
in Seconds!

Sort on key performance metrics
(Hit Rate, Profit per Trade, etc.)

One of the truly great things about
CPRM5 is its automation. You can
plug the module into OmniTrader
or VisualTrader and it instantly
generates patterns in your charts.
And you can also select patterns
to use based on their performance,
which is a tremendous benefit.
CPRM5 comes with a powerful tool
called the Chart Pattern Profit
Analyzer, improved for Version 5. It
enables you to instantly determine
which patterns are the most
effective on your list.

Select the patterns you want
displayed in your charts.

With the improved Chart Pattern
Profit Analyzer, you can use key
performance metrics like Hit
Rate or Profit per Trade to identify
those patterns you want to use
on your list—just check them on
the left and only those patterns
will be displayed.
You can also get printed reports
showing the same information. This
new feature makes it very easy to
find and activate patterns that have
the right combination of Accuracy,
Profit per Trade, and Number of
Occurrences in your list.
Quickly define specific patterns you want in your charts.
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Custom Patterns

Custom Patterns
Change Pattern
Parameters

CPRM5 also comes with the ability to
create CUSTOM Patterns. The interface
is shown to the right.
There are many ways to use Custom
Patterns. You may see a pattern that
CPRM5 did not identify using standard
settings, and you’d like to create a custom
pattern so it is recognized in the future.
Or, you may observe (or have a theory)
that a specific pattern, like a Trend Line
spanning months of data, could be a really
great confirming pattern.

Get Instant
Feedback

Just add the pattern and move the sliders.
INSTANTLY, you will see feedback from
what you are doing in the displayed chart.
In just a few minutes, you can get the
exact pattern you want, enable it, AND
get performance reports for it. It’s the
ultimate Chart Pattern Customization
feature, putting YOU in control and giving
YOU the best possible view of the market.
Creating Custom Patterns is easy in CPRM5.

NEW

SEMINAR

by Ed Downs

The Most Accurate Chart Patterns and How to Use Them

In this seminar
created for Omni
Trader University,
Ed Downs teaches how to use
CPRM to identify the most
accurate chart patterns. Ed

also reviews the structure for
each pattern to find the best
entry point, and shows how to
manage pattern trades using
information in the chart. This
seminar will open your eyes

to the amazing opportunities
provided every day through the
power of Chart Patterns and
CPRM5! Regularly $295—it’s
included FREE with CPRM5
for a limited time.

